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The way in which we communicate has changed dramatically.
Workforces have become increasingly remote, while digital
connectivity has spawned a 24/7/365 culture where
employees work around the clock to get everything done.
Productivity may be the beneficiary, but the risk of sensitive
data slipping through the net only increases as fatigue sets in
on rushed workers striving to meet their latest deadlines.
The Egress secure email mobile app helps on-the-go
employees stay productive and, importantly, guard against
data breaches with easy to use, certified encryption.

Easily encrypt mobile emails
Our dedicated secure mobile app is much more than a static
email reader. Full send and receive capabilities make it quick
and easy for users to not only read but also respond to
Egress-encrypted emails directly within the app. And with
just a couple of taps, users can protect their emails with the
right classification without security getting in the way. That
way, you can safeguard against data breaches caused by
human activated risk.
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Key benefits
•

Guards against data breaches by
reducing human activated risk

•

End-to-end encryption
protects emails that are
intercepted in transit

•

Maintains user productivity with
full mobile device support

•

Engages employees to keep
email data safe with an
easy-to-use UI

•

Allows users to stay in control
with audit logs and message
restrictions

Egress exceeded our
expectations and met all of
our business requirements as
sending an encrypted email
was as simple as sending a
normal email.
Greg Taylor, Head of IT, Ward Hadaway

Engage employees to keep
emails safe
When email protection solutions
are complex, users look for
workarounds and all that does
is put sensitive data at greater
risk of exposure. Our simple and
secure mobile solution provides
an easy-to-use interface that
completely removes hassle from
the user experience, meaning
employees engage with the app
and protect emails wherever they
are. The app also replicates all
folders from your desktop Outlook
to protect workflows and maintain
user productivity.
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Key features
•

Certified encryption

•

End-to-end encryption in transit
and at rest

•

Easy to use, complete with full
send and receive functionality

•

Runs on both iOS and Android
platforms

•

Post-send controls within
the app, including message
revocation

Just like with Egress Protect on desktop, the secure email
mobile app allows users to manage and control their sent
items after they have left the outbox. They can track where
recipients have viewed an email and even fully revoke
access within the app so that, should a colleague or third
party suddenly no longer have the authority to view certain
content, they can immediately block them from reading
the message. This gives users complete security when
protecting sensitive data.

Book a demo >
www.egress.com/book-a-demo

About Egress
Our mission is to eliminate the most complex cybersecurity challenge every organization faces: insider risk. We understand that people get hacked, make mistakes,
and break the rules. To prevent these human-activated breaches, we have built the only Human Layer Security platform that defends against inbound and
outbound threats. Used by the world’s biggest brands, Egress is private equity backed and has offices in London, New York, and Boston.
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